ABSTRACT. Theoretical modelling programs are used to validate test procedures during Inspection Qualification and to aid interpretation of results. "Flags" occur when the models run outside their range of validity and warn the user of possible inaccuracies in predictions. However, in order to interpret these flags significant expertise in the theoretical background to the models is required by the user. This paper describes why these flags occur and the automated steps that can be taken to extract useful predictions when they do, thus simplifying the modelling procedure.
INTRODUCTION
Non-destructive Testing (NDT) is an essential component for defect detection under conditions where non-invasive techniques are needed, such as the testing of parts within railway or nuclear power plant systems. However, in order to ensure that a particular inspection is fit for its intended purpose, that is, a particular defect sought will in fact be detected by the proposed test, requires some form of Inspection Qualification process. This can be produced in accordance with methodology developed by the European Network for Inspection Qualification (ENIQ), which requires a Technical Justification (TJ) document to be prepared. This document contains all assembled evidence relating to the proposed inspection scenario including information regarding Worst Case Defect Scenarios (WCDS), scanning proposals, beam coverage, predictions of defect response generated by theoretical models and experimental defect responses from test block trials. The production of this Technical Justification document is time consuming and costly and requires a high degree of expertise. The present work aims to make this process more efficient by introducing computer-aided methods in some areas, in particular the set-up and management of theoretical models for defect response. These programs can be used in conjunction with a 3D visualisation application so that the NDT engineer can design and evaluate the capability of an ultrasonic inspection within a single software environment, with considerable gains in efficiency. Theoretical models may, under certain conditions, operate outside their well-understood regimes of validity. Under these circumstances warning flags occur at probe positions where the results cannot be considered accurate. The NDT engineer must interpret such model output and determine the detailed causes of warning flags. The engineer then decides how to adapt the modelling scenario to avoid the problematic areas whilst still producing useful predictions. This could involve expert interpretation of amplitude responses produced by the models.
One approach to improving the efficiency of this procedure is to develop an Expert System within the decision making process. Modelling scenarios can then be iterated automatically by the PC to identify situations where valid results are obtained, or from which valid results can be extrapolated. This paper describes the warning flags produced by the theoretical models used in this study, the action that can be taken to avoid them and how an Expert System can be developed to utilise the engineer's expert knowledge and update the test parameters automatically. The results are valid modelling scenarios produced automatically within a PC environment.
THEORETICAL MODELLING PROGRAMS
Four validated modelling programs are available within the Expert System, which can be used to simulate the ultrasonic inspection. Two of the models are based on the Geometrical Theory of Diffraction (GTD), (PEDGE, COREDGE) and two are based on Elastodynamic Kirchhoff Theory (PKIRCH, CORKIRCH). The models are selected depending upon the set-up of the particular test being run. As a general rule of thumb the following The models are very versatile, and can predict responses from defects in general positions and orientations within the component. Thus the NDT engineer must define the various inspection parameters including probe, defect and scan specifications.
WARNING FLAGS
Each model produces a variety of warning flags to alert the user to potential inaccuracies in results. These are potential inaccuracies as flags are generally conservative, such that results may still be considered accurate under certain conditions. This will be discussed in further detail below. The warning flags are as follows:
This is produced if the probe is too close to a caustic of the diffracted field. The effect of a caustic is to generate very large and sudden changes in amplitude that are physically unrealistic. Caustics of the diffracted field are surfaces on which neighbouring diffracted rays cross. GTD computes the amplitude response along a narrow ray bundle by using conservation of energy. On caustics the cross sectional area of the bundle shrinks to zero resulting in amplitude responses that are physically unrealistic.
P Flag: (Direct pulse-echo models)
This flag is set if the probe beam model is possibly inaccurate for any of the diffracted signals. This can occur for several reasons. The first is that the range from the probe to the defect is below 0.8 nearfields length. The flag is also set if the angle between the incident ray and the beam axis is too large, typically outside the 20dB pulse-echo beam width. It is possible to determine which of these explanations is causing the error by studying other results in the output file.
B Flag: (GTD models)
This indicates that the current probe position is extremely close to a reflection boundary. These are surfaces that bound those regions in which, as well as diffracted edge waves, there is also a specularly reflected field from the surface of the crack.
H Flag: (GTD models)
This indicates that time-harmonic theory is inaccurate. This situation tends to arise with small defects, where individual edge waves may overlap in time.
F Flag: (Kirchhoff models)
This flag is highlighted if any of the real or imaginary inner or outer integrals fail to converge within the specified relative accuracies.
PI Flag: (Corner effect models)
This flag is set if, for the diffracted field, the signal returning to the probe (via reflection in the back-wall) is incident on the probe at an angle too far from the beam axis for the probe response to be accurate.
P2 Flag: (Corner effect models)
The P2 flag is set if the response is being calculated for a probe position such that the defect lies partly or wholly in the edge of the incident beam, where the beam model is inaccurate (or if the defect is at too short a range)
D Flag: (Kirchhoff models)
This flag warns of possible inaccuracy because the defect is being viewed too far from the direction of specular reflection, where Kirchhoff theory loses its accuracy.
PROCEDURES TO AVOID WARNING FLAGS
In order to produce valid modelling results, the engineer must interpret model output and determine the detailed causes of warning flags. The engineer then decides if, and how, to adapt the modelling scenario to avoid the problematic areas whilst still producing useful predictions. The following action can be taken in the presence of individual flags:
If the caustic flag is highlighted several solutions can be adopted by the engineer. The C flag is conservative and applies to a band of results either side of the worst affected results. It may therefore be possible to accept the flagged predictions if they lie slightly off the actual caustic position and are not changing very rapidly from unflagged amplitudes at neighbouring probe positions. Another possible solution is to construct further cases, which differ very slightly from the original test case, by introducing sufficient perturbation to defect shape or depth that the C flag is removed. By adopting interpolation techniques these results can be used to estimate a lower bound response for the actual case of interest. Finally the PKIRCH model could be run for the problematic probe positions.
P Flag:
This flag is difficult to accommodate, being intrinsically linked to inspection design: the probe nearfleld may be extending significantly into the inspection volume, or the choice of beam angle may be inappropriate to the scan extent and disposition of possible defects. Consideration should be given to changing these design parameters if valid modelling predictions are required.
B Flag:
If this flag occurs it can be overridden by interpolating between results from neighbouring unflagged probe positions.
H Flag:
This flag can be avoided by always running the GTD models in time-dependent, rather than time-harmonic mode.
D Flag:
If the D flag is highlighted a possible solution would be to use the corresponding GTD model for these problem probe positions.
F Flag:
In these circumstances the engineer would check to see if the D flag is also highlighted at these probe positions. If this is the case the corresponding GTD model should be run for these positions. Otherwise there are three possible approaches. The first is to adopt interpolation between neighbouring unflagged probe positions. Secondly the engineer could rerun the program with slightly different probe positions -a failure to converge can often be avoided by moving the probe by as little as 0.5 mm. Thirdly, the engineer could rerun the program at reduced relative accuracy. However the accuracy should not be reduced so far as to cause false convergence, where the echo amplitude deviates abruptly from that at neighbouring probe positions.
KNOWLEDGE ELICITATION
An important aspect of the research is Knowledge Elicitation [2] . In order to capture the engineer's knowledge on how to handle warning flags, a process known as knowledge elicitation must take place. The objective is to identify the processes used by the engineer to accommodate certain warning flags. These can then be converted into formal rules within the Expert System for automation of the modelling scenario process. Knowledge Elicitation takes the form of a structured, recorded interview with an expert. By carrying out numerous interviews the number of formal rules increases, forming an extensive rule base within the Expert System.
AUTOMATION OF SYSTEM
The original theoretical models run under DOS, and require a text input file employing keywords to specify the set up of the modelling scenario. Output is analysed by the NDT engineer and manual, iterative modifications made to the original scenario to produce valid modelling simulations.
In order to automate the process, the executables of each theoretical model were incorporated within the NDT Workbench, a further application to aid IQ also being developed at the University of Strathclyde. The overall aim is for the NDT Workbench to operate in conjunction with the four theoretical models and the Expert System. This will allow visualisation of the inspection set-up within a CAD model of the component and iteration of modelling scenarios under control of the Expert System. Input files are now generated automatically via a Workbench dialogue box for each model. This dialogue is initially completed by the user, but iteratively modified by the expert system in response to error flagged conditions in the model output, for those regions of the scan yielding a response above inspection threshold; appropriate formal rules from the rule-base are activated causing individual parameters of the original modelling scenario to be altered and the simulation to be re-run.
EXPERT SYSTEM
The Expert System developed within the NDT Workbench comprises an Inference Engine and a Rule File. The inference engine monitors the results of a modelling scenario and compares parameters of these results with the rules in the rule file, firing particular rules appropriately. This in turn updates the input dialogue to the model. The rule file is a text file containing formal rules converted from knowledge elicitation sessions with experts. The rule file essentially represents the expert's knowledge in a format that a PC can understand and implement.
The inference engine selected was Rete++. This inference engine is C++ compatible, the language that the NDT Workbench is written in. Figure 1 below shows the overall structure of the application. The Inference Engine operates within the NDT Workbench, with the Workbench acting as a visualisation tool to represent the modelling scenario, and interacts with the input file, the model selected, the rule file and the results files (old and updated). 
CONCLUSIONS AND FURTHER WORK
The Expert System is designed as a decision-aid tool for the qualified engineer, rather than a replacement for constantly evolving expert knowledge and judgement. Error flags, which are most difficult to deal with in automated model management are those leading to a choice of action. Fuzzy Logic techniques may be appropriate in this respect, together with expansion of the rule base via further knowledge elicitation sessions. Work is also required on interpolation techniques to extract valid trend lines in error-flagged regions. Extensive testing and validation of the final system is planned.
The final application will be a software system, which can automatically update original modelling scenarios, as specified by the user, to extract valid results from error-flagged situations. 
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